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Dear Teacher, 

For the 2016/2017 season, Erasmus Theatre are proud to present the most famous musical in the 

world, a favorite of audiences young and old, the musical par excellence: of course, we are talking 

about GREASE! The show is set in 1959 at the fictional Rydell High School and first came to the 

stage over 40 years ago in 1971. The film, produced in 1978, was based on the stage musical.  

This teachers’ material and the script of the show in English and Italian (sign into the restricted 

area of our website and access the download area) will help you to prepare the students for the 

show. Introducing the themes, vocabulary and some curiosities, they will be able to better 

understand and appreciate the musical. You will find activities aimed at younger learners and 

activities for more advanced students. Of course you are the best judge of what is right for your 

students, so feel free to choose activities best suited to your class. We suggest you print one copy 

of the entire pack and then evaluate what is appropriate for your students and how much time 

you can spend on it. Pages for teachers are marked “T” whereas photocopy pages are marked “P”. 

We hope you and your students enjoy GREASE and have fun working through the activities 

included in this educational pack. 

 

As always, after the show, the actors will be happy to talk to the students and answer any 

questions they have. The important thing is that students speak in and listen to English! 

Furthermore, we welcome your comments and feedback regarding this material or any other issue 

relating to the performance and our shows! Please contact us via our website 

www.erasmustheatre.com, email info@erasmustheatre.com or by phone 0832/205560.  

 

We look forward to seeing you at the theatre, 

ERASMUS THEATRE 
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ACTIVITY 1 – CREATE A POSTER FOR THE SHOW 

This activity gives students the chance to create a poster to advertise or promote “Grease”. First, 

think about using language which persuades people to come and see the show. Second, what 

image you will choose to attract attention? Remember that the colours used in a poster are very 

important!  

You can either photocopy the cover page of this pack and invite your students to personalise it or 

ask your students to create one. You may like to hang them in the classroom or elsewhere in the 

school to generate interest for the show! 

 

ACTIVITY 2 – THE STORY 

In this activity, students will become familiar with the summary of the musical.  

Photocopy and hand out page P1. In each square students have to draw the scene that you read 

(or write on the blackboard). Paragraphs are written in a random order, so they have to put it in a 

chronological one. 

When the exercise is completed, you can read and discuss the full summary (T4 – T5) of the story 

with the class! 

 

a) For young learners 

 

1. Danny bumps into Sandy, who is practicing cheerleading, and he decides to try out for the 

track team to impress Sandy.  

2. A few weeks later, the school dance arrives. A dance contest is announced and Danny pairs 

up with Cha-Cha, a great dancer, and they win the contest.  

3. Danny and Sandy met during the summer break and fell in love. They thought that they 

would never see each other again but Sandy attends Rydell High, where Danny is a student.  

4. Sandy and Danny finally get together, but he approaches her with a well-fixed idea in his 

mind and she leaves him alone in the car.  

5. On the first day of school, Sandy makes friends with the Pink Ladies and she meets Danny 

again. He acts indifferently in an effort to protect his cool reputation which upsets Sandy.  

6. The boys are all gathered at the burger palace when a transformed Sandy arrives, looking 

hot and cool. The guys celebrate their youth and love. 

7. Meanwhile, the boys meet up at a local garage to see Kenickie’s new car. “Greased 

Lighting” will be a great way to attract the girls.  

8. Kenickie discovers that Rizzo may be pregnant and they have a row. Everyone leaves 

except Sandy, whose friendship is rejected by Rizzo and she realises that if she wants 

things to be different then she needs to make some changes.  

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER: 3 – 5 – 7 – 1 – 2 – 4 – 8 – 6.  
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b) For intermediate and advanced students 

 

1. On the first day of school, Sandy makes friends with the Pink Ladies. When she meets 

Danny again, he acts indifferently in an effort to protect his cool reputation which upsets 

Sandy. Frenchy invites the new girl to her house for a sleepover but Rizzo mocks Sandy for 

her naive ways.  

2. All the guys are hanging out at the garage listening to music. Kenickie discovers that Rizzo 

may be pregnant and they have a row. Everyone leaves except Sandy, whose friendship is 

rejected by Rizzo and she realises that if she wants things to be different she needs to 

make some changes.  

3. A few weeks later, the school dance arrives. Rydell High has been picked for a live national 

TV Broadcast, hosted by Vince Fontaine. A dance contest is announced and Danny pairs up 

with Cha-Cha, a great dancer, and they win the contest.  

4. Danny and Sandy met during the summer break and fell in love. They thought that they 

would never see each other again but, by chance, Sandy attends Rydell High, where Danny 

is a student and the leader of the T-birds.  

5. Meanwhile, the boys meet up at a local garage to see Kenickie’s new car – he has been 

working all summer to buy it – “Greased Lighting” will be a great way to attract the girls.  

6. The T-Birds find themselves gathered at the burger palace, when a transformed Sandy 

arrives, looking hot and cool. The mood has changed, Rizzo’s pregnancy was a false alarm, 

and the guys celebrate their youth and love.  

7. Danny bumps into Sandy, who is practicing cheerleading, and he decides to try out for the 

track team to impress Sandy. However, Sandy feels mocked by everybody, especially by 

Rizzo, who she fights with.  

8. Sandy and Danny finally get together, he borrows Kenickie’s car and takes her to the drive-

in. Sandy is upset when he approaches her with a well-fixed idea in his mind and she leaves 

him alone in the car.  

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER: 4 – 1 – 5 – 7 – 3 – 8 – 2 – 6. 

 

 FULL SUMMARY 

Danny and Sandy met during the summer break and fell in love. They both thought she would be 

leaving and they would never see each other again but, by chance, Sandy attends Rydell High, 

where Danny is a student and the leader of the T-birds (Kenickie, Doodie and Roger).  

On the first day of school, Sandy makes friends with the Pink Ladies (Rizzo, Jan and Frenchy), a 

group of popular girls that are friends with Danny. When they meet again, Danny acts indifferently 

in an effort to protect his cool reputation which upsets Sandy. Frenchy invites the new girl to her 

house for a sleepover but Rizzo mocks Sandy for her naive ways, until she overhears and leaves. 
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Meanwhile, the boys meet up at a local garage to see Kenickie’s new car – he has been working all 

summer to buy it –  “Greased Lighting” will be a great way to attract the girls.  

Danny bumps into Sandy, who is practicing cheerleading, and he decides to try out for the track 

team to impress Sandy. However, Sandy feels mocked by everybody, especially by Rizzo, who she 

fights with.  

A few weeks later, the school dance arrives. Rydell High has been picked for a live national TV 

Broadcast, hosted by Vince Fontaine. A dance contest is announced and Danny pairs up with Cha-

Cha, a great dancer, and they win the contest. All alone, Sandy faces up to the fact that she still 

loves Danny. 

Sandy and Danny finally get together, he borrows Kenickie’s car and takes her to the drive-in. 

Sandy is upset when he approaches her with a well-fixed idea in his mind and she leaves him alone 

in the car.  

All the guys are hanging out at the garage listening to music. Kenickie discovers that Rizzo may be 

pregnant and they have a row. Everyone leaves except Sandy, whose friendship is rejected by 

Rizzo and she realises that if she wants things to be different she needs to make some changes. 

The T- Birds find themselves gathered at the burger palace for a big surprise, when a transformed 

Sandy arrives, looking hot and with a new cool attitude. The mood has changed, Rizzo’s pregnancy 

was a false alarm, and the guys celebrate their youth and love. 

 

ACTIVITY 3 – CARTOON STRIP 

After reading the summary or attending the show, retell the story of “Grease”.  

The students can create a cartoon strip retelling the main events of the musical by drawing their 

favorite scene. To make it more fun they could add speech bubbles. At the end you can put the 

pictures together to make a class cartoon strip. Maybe the students can take it to the theatre and 

show it to the actors! 

 

ACTIVITY 4 – WORD PICTURES 

This activity is about simple vocabulary for young learners. Photocopy page P2 and give the 

students one each or one between two. The task is to write the word represented by the picture. 

If any words create difficulties you can play the game “hangman”. Students have to guess the 

letters which form each word. For every wrong answer add an element in the picture of someone 

being hanged! A competitive element could be introduced by dividing the class in teams.  

ANSWERS: 1) BLEACHERS (tribune), 2) JOCK (atleta), 3) HUBCAP (cerchione), 4) RECORD PLAYER         

(giradischi),  5) CHEERLEADER (ragazza pon pon), 6) DRIVE-IN (cinema drive-in) 
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ACTIVITY 5 – VOCABULARY 

This exercise focuses on the vocabulary used during the show, and it will help students to 

understand the script. In the list are mixed nouns, adjectives and verbs.   

Photocopy page P5 and give one to each student. Ask them to write the Italian equivalent of each 

word, using the table below the list.  

ANSWERS: moron – imbecille / tramp – sgualdrina / to pick out – scegliere / to keep up – stare 

dietro / nifty – ingegnoso / gal – ragazza / to adlib – improvvisare / to wrap up – 

concludere / to go strolling – fare una passeggiata / bullwhip – frusta / to brag – 

vantarsi / to bust – rompere / grouch – brontolone / slob – sciattona / to swipe – 

fregare / to be shook up – essere scosso / to throw up – vomitare / handout – 

elemosina / to show off – mettersi in mostra / to stay over – restare a dormire / 

skivvies – mutande / to take off – togliersi / tryout – prova / locker room – spogliatoio / 

to smear – imbrattare / to knock it off – smetterla / jockstrap – sospensorio / knuckle 

sandwich – cazzotto / to shape up – crescere / to laugh out – ridere di gusto / to laugh 

up – riderci su / to flunk – essere bocciato / meathead – stupido / ditty – canzoncina / 

to leap on – lanciarsi contro / herd – branco / to be steady – fare coppia fissa / 

stranded – abbandonato / branded – bollato / field training – addestramento sul 

campo. 

 

ACTIVITY 6 – SLANG WORDS 

This exercise covers the most difficult slang vocabulary used in the musical. Photocopy and hand 

out page P4 to the class. What students have to do is to match the words from the list on the left 

side of the page (that are in slang) with their respective synonyms or definitions written in the list 

on the right. 

ANSWERS: 1 H (massacrare) – 2 O (divertirsi un sacco) – 3 D (quattrini) – 4 I (rammollito) – 5 A 

(lasciare in pace) – 6 P (sfigato) – 7 L (verme) – 8 B (ballare) – 9 R (rissa) – 10 C 

(mollare) – 11 G (battona) – 12 N (maschione) – 13 E (idiota) – 14 J (dollaro) – 15 M 

(ragazza) – 16 K (modificare) – 17 F (donna) – 18 Q (limonare). 

 

ACTIVITY 7 – WORD GRID 

Photocopy and hand out page P5. Ask your students if they can find the words written below the 

grid. They are characters and locations from “Grease”. 
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ACTIVITY 8 – GREASE QUIZ 

After carefully reading the script of “Grease”, photocopy and give page P6 to the class. To test 

their comprehension ask your students to answer some questions. 

ANSWERS:  1. Dany, Kenickie, Doody and Roger. 

2. Rizzo, Frenchy and Jan. 

3. He worked all summer to save money to buy a car. 

4. He treats Sandy indifferently to protect his cool reputation.  

5. Frenchy tries to pierce Sandy’s ears. 

6. Rizzo sings “Sandra Dee” to Sandy because she is making fun of her naivety. 

7. Roger sings “Mooning” to Jan. 

8. Danny wins the contest with Cha Cha Digregorio. 

9. The T-Birds have a fight with the Flaming Dukes because Cha Cha is going steady 

with the leader of the group. 

10. Sandy breaks up with Danny at the drive-in because he wants to go all the way 

with her. 

11. At the end, Rizzo helps Sandy make herself more appealing to Danny. 

 

ACTIVITY 9 – COMPOSITION  

The last activity of this educational pack is a composition and it’s recommended for intermediate 

or advanced learners.  

What is requested of the students is to imagine how they could adapt the story of “Grease” into 

the present day looking at what differences there might be in social behavior. 


